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The Tutorial Program in Biochemistry is part of a Program of Didactic Support at UFV that intends to give academic-pedagogic support to students that arrived to the UFV with deficiency of previous knowledge in basic areas of the sciences. The tutors are under-graduated students chosen by public selection. The present work seeks to evaluate the tutors of the biochemistry area as for the aspects public speaking, didacticism and satisfaction of the tutor and of the students assisted by the program. Two questionnaires were applied, one to the tutors and one to the under-graduated assisted-students. The totality of the tutors answered that the participation in this program contributes professionally by increasing the capacity of relationship in group, dynamism, decisions and organization, helped them to be more extroverted and they felt satisfied to help other people, which characteristics that are more and more appraised in the job market. The evaluation showed also that the ability to express in public developed positively and improved the diction, presenting safety when speaking in public. The tutors also opened your vision on the teaching form in the University, a positive result, considering their positions of student in one public university.